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Food in Tokyo 
In this lesson you are going to learn about food in Tokyo.

What food do you think people in Tokyo eat? 

Can you name any of the dishes in these photographs? 



Food in Tokyo 

Watch the following video to visit five street food restaurants in 
Tokyo. The videos have subtitles so you will need to read carefully 
to find out how each chef makes their dish.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05YkRoJFcik

What ingredients do lots of the dishes have in common?

Historically, Japanese cuisine had a base of rice accompanied by 
miso soup, grilled or raw fish and fresh or pickled vegetables. There 
are over 4,000 types of fish from the seas around Japan. As Japan 
has become more modernized – especially the capital city of Tokyo –
so has the food. Much of today’s Tokyo cuisine has been influenced 
by countries around the world – mostly so by China (which is how 
ramen wiggled its way into being a must-eat in Tokyo!). On the 
next slides you will find out about three must try items in Tokyo!



1. Sushi 寿司
Tokyo, the world capital of sushi, is where 

you get next-level sushi that sets them 

apart from sushi in the rest of the world. 

Two major winning factors: the abundance 

of fresh seafood and the time-honored

skills that go into making the vinegared rice 

aka sushi rice. After all, sushi is the food 

that is best synonymous with Japanese 

cuisine. 



2. Ramen ラーメン
Perfectly chewy noodles, jammy ramen 
egg, juicy char siu pork, bamboo shoots, 
and nori sheets in a hot piping bowl of 
soup broth. Ramen needs no introduction. 
Having taken the world by storm in recent 
years, this soul food of Japan dominates 
the food scene in Tokyo and it’s just 
getting better and better. 
You can find ramen shops hidden behind 
train stations and department buildings, 
tucked in inconspicuous streets, or 
sandwiched among rows of food stalls, 
serving up bowls of ramen in great 
varieties.
. 



3. Tempura 天ぷら
We may be biased, but dare we say no 
other world cuisine does deep-fried food as 
excellent as the Japanese! Tempura is the 
obvious evidence of the claim. What is not 
to love about deep-fried shrimp or sweet 
potato encrusted in the lightest, crispiest 
batter? And only in Japan, you can find 
specialized restaurants that serve the best 
of the best tempura.



Here are some photos from Mrs Daulton-Clarkes time in Tokyo. Here you can see bread 
decorated to look like characters from the cartoon Anpanman which means bread man ! 
‘arty’ food was quite common to see. 



Tokyo like many other cities/prefectures had it’s own unique food souvenirs called 
Omiyage.  To find out more about Omiyage click the link below

https://gurunavi.com/en/japanfoodie/2017/05/11-top-japanese-food-
omiyage.html?__ngt__=TT10b8453c000bac1e4ae34461A6X64uHTfRldlmQkFKr0

https://gurunavi.com/en/japanfoodie/2017/05/11-top-japanese-food-omiyage.html?__ngt__=TT10b8453c000bac1e4ae34461A6X64uHTfRldlmQkFKr0


Vending Machines

“Japanese drink vending machines” by Joe Allen is licensed under CC BY 2.0

It is said that in Tokyo, you 
are never further than 12 
metres away from a vending 
machine. In Tokyo, you can 
buy many different things 
from vending machines 
including burgers and clothes!

If you could have a vending machine in school, what 
would you want it to sell?

Talk 
About 

It
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Chopsticks

Chopsticks are sticks used in pairs as cutlery. Chopsticks are the 
traditional eating utensils of some countries including China, Japan, 
Korea, Taiwan, and Vietnam. They can be made of wood, gold, silver, 
ivory, bamboo, or plastic. 

Table manners when using chopsticks
• Chopsticks are not used to make noise, to draw attention, or to gesture. Playing with 

chopsticks is considered rude 
• Chopsticks are not used to move bowls or plates.
• Most often, chopsticks are not used to stab food. Exceptions include tearing larger items 

apart such as vegetables and kimchi. 
• Chopsticks can be rested horizontally on one's plate or bowl to keep them off the table 

entirely. A chopstick rest can be used to keep the points off the table.
• Chopsticks should not be left standing vertically in a bowl of rice or other food. Any stick-

like object pointed upward resembles the incense sticks that some people use as offerings to 
deceased family members.

• Watch this video to find out how to use chopsticks! 
• Can you have a try using two pencils? Can you pick up any small items?
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFRzzSF_6gk



Food in Tokyo Activities 

Draw your own Japanese meal. 
You can research the different 
ingredients needed and label 
each ingredient on your plate. 
You can use the Activity 
template or draw your own 
plate. Try the word search once 
you have finished 




